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TOWARD A KINEMATIC JAZZ

Lorenzo Naccarato Trio elaborates on the concept of a kinematic jazz, in that the 
notion of movement lies at the heart of its musical exploration.

 Laureate of the Jazz à Oloron 2015 springboard
 Finalist of the Jazz en Baie 2014 springboard
 Laureate of the Jazz à Saint-Germain-des-Prés 2013 springboard
 Finalist of the Jazz à Vannes 2013 springboard 

« Here, Lorenzo and his accomplices' imagination leads the music to 
an orchestral sound, beside the classical principle of the accompanied 
soloist. i am looking forward to hearing and following the rest of their 
already-promising path. »
Andy Emler

« Lorenzo naccarato trio leads us to an aesthetic that's magnetic, pinpoint 
and flowing. the compisitions of this young Franco-italian pianist have 
already been compared to avishai cohen or e.S.t.'s universe, and there's 
indeed an obvious likeness between these tutelary figures and the kinemetic 
jazz, based on the idea of movement, of Lorenzo naccarato's ensemble. 
From his classical training, Lorenzo has kept a keen interest in ravel and 
Satie, borrowing as much from jazz as from film music. Definitely one of this 
season's discoveries! »
Philippe Fayret, Millau Jazz Festival, 2015

Press review

http://www.laboriejazz.fr
%20http://lorenzonaccarato.com
http://laboriejazz.fr/


"We absolutely 
recommend it."

"i got carried away 
by this album…"

"a real knack for construction 
and dramaturgy... the identity 
of a band is clearly present."

"this album is a nice piece 
of work... We're eagerly 
waiting for more  ."

"in the top 20 of the best jazz 
albums of 2016. an opus full of 
lyrism, energy and invention."
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Des soucis plein les notes, December 29th, 2016

au commencement..., november 21th, 2016

raDio

musical programming
Yoann LoUStaLot, aÉroPHone - atrabile
Yoann LoUStaLot, aÉroPHone - Moustal
cLarcK terrY & BoB BrooKMeYer - tête à tête
DaViD enHco - Sentinelle
JULeS FarMer - You Make Me Feel So Young
ozMa - He Saved the Girl
BinKer anD MoSeS - intoxication From the Jahvmonishi Leaves
Lorenzo naccarato trio - Komet
LoGan ricHarDSon SHiFt - creeper
roMane & StocHeLo roSenBerG - Pour parler

musical programming
Lena Horne - i Got a Worried Man
roBert aaron - trouble Man
raY cHarLeS - Worried Life Blues
SiDneY BecHett & HiS neW orLeanS FeetWarMerS - Georgia cabin
cHarLeS X anD reDrUM - Leaves Ur Worries
SaM riVerS - tranquility
Lorenzo naccarato trio - Heavy rotation
noraH JoneS - Burn
Pat MetHenY - Don't Know Why
SKiP JaMeS - Worried Blues

musical programming
eStHer PHiLLiPS - Just Say Goodbye
LeSter YoUnG & teDDY WiLSon QUartet - Love Me or Leave Me
eLLa FitzGeraLD - Love Me or Leave Me
Karen SoUza & SteLLa StarLiGHt trio - tainted Love
Joe LoVano - Stella By Starlight
cannonBaLL aDDerLeY - oh Babe (live)
Lorenzo naccarato trio - Heavy rotation
DizzY GiLLeSPie BiG BanD (ft Sarah Vaughan) - Don't Blame Me
tHeLonioUS MonK - eronel
cHarLeS MinGUS - Jump Monk

open Jazz, on France Musique, april 27, 2017

Banzzaï, sur France Musique

http://www.laboriejazz.fr
%20http://lorenzonaccarato.com
https://www.francemusique.fr/emissions/banzzai/la-programmation-jazz-de-nathalie-piole-lena-horne-des-soucis-plein-les-notes-30717
https://www.francemusique.fr/emissions/banzzai/la-programmation-jazz-de-nathalie-piole-au-commencement-esther-phillips-29863
http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3DprvNQBl38OE
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club Jazz à FiP, on FiP radio

club of Friday July 1st, 2016

club of tuesday June 7th, 2016

musical programming
BranForD MarSaLiS QUartet
FLorian PeLLiSSier QUintet - the Hipster
YoUn SUn naH - Momento Magico
anita o DaY - Slaughter on 10th avenue
BaPtiSte HerBin - Parker 51
MarVin ParKS tHe ronGetz FoUnDation - the Braggart
KaMaSi WaSHinGton - cherokee
SeBaStien BrUn Vincent LaFont GUiLLaUMe MaGne Joce MiennieL - neon Metropolis 
offshore
tHoMaS De PoUrQUerY SUPerSonic - enlightenment
Lorenzo naccarato trio - Heavy rotation
BonoBo - Don t Wait

musical programming
SHoLa aDiSa Farrar - i Have a Dream
Gene aMMonS - Moito Mato Grosso
eManUeL HarroLD aLicia oLatUJa GreGorY Porter aaron 
JaMeS cHiP craWForD - French african Queen
KarrieM riGGinS eSPeranza SPaLDinG MattHeW SteVenS - Judas
Lorenzo naccarato trio - Heavy rotation
MaDeLeine
WiLLie BoBo GaBor SzaBo - it Was a Very Good Year
erroLL Garner - Lullaby of Birdland
anne Paceo - today
iSaBeL SorLinG BenJaMin MoUSSaY FaBrice MoreaU aireLLe 
BeSSon - radio one
Lee MorGan - the rumproller

musical programming
eLLa FitzGeraLD - the Boy From ipanema (live)
antonio carLoS JoBiM - children's Games
caetano VeLoSo & GiLBerto GiL - toda Menina Baiana
DoM SaLVaDor e aBoLiÇao - Uma Vida
BettY LaVette - Joy
SaraH VaUGHan - Jump For Joy
BLUe MitcHeLL QUintet - Hi Heel Sneakers
Lorenzo naccarato trio - Komet
MaGic MaLiK orcHeStra - Madness
DHaFer YoUSSeF - Hayastan Dance
JacK DeJoHnette & FoDaY MUSa SUSo - ocean Wave
eriK trUFFaz QUartet & anna aaron - Blue Movie

Un jeu d'enfant, april 24th, 2016

http://www.laboriejazz.fr
%20http://lorenzonaccarato.com
http://www.fipradio.fr/emissions/club-jazzafip
https://www.francemusique.fr/emissions/banzzai/la-programmation-jazz-de-nathalie-piole-lena-horne-des-soucis-plein-les-notes-30717
https://www.francemusique.fr/emissions/banzzai/la-programmation-jazz-de-nathalie-piole-au-commencement-esther-phillips-29863
https://www.francemusique.fr/emissions/banzzai/un-jeu-d-enfant-8352
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club of thursday May 26th, 2016

musical programming
DaVe LaMBert - everyday
Grant Green - on top of old Smokey
Lorenzo naccarato trio - Heavy rotation
rHaBDoMantic orcHeStra ManUeL VoLPe - Maatkara
anne Paceo - Sunshine
JoSH neLSon antHonY WiLSon - the Geranium
Prince - rainbow children
FranceSco Bearzatti tiniSSiMa 4et - Long train running
JaY BeLLeroSe inDra rioS Moore BenJaMin traerUP tHoMaS 
SeJtHen UFFe Steen - Little Black train
GLenn MiLLer - chattanooga choo choo
XaVier DeSanDre naVarre - Mango Flower

interview of the trio at caramel Mou, radio campus.fm, March 18th, 2016

three musicians and a trio full of promises. i sense the joy of playing. Harmony, attentiveness, 
understanding also. More than a trio, it's a band… sharing the same collective action philosophy.
and if, for the moment, most compositions come from Lorenzo naccarato, the other two musi-
cians wonderfully digest and carry them, making them theirs while considering them from diffe-
rent and personal points of views.
With the intention of producing a melodic jazz music, very much pop, the naccarato trio also 
masters variations around a simple phrase, generating an exhilarating tension. trio worth fol-
lowing!

Joe Kangourou, caramel mou n°727 on radio campus.fm

Jazz à tous les étages, Fidélité Mayenne, March 2nd, 2016

as i sat listening to Lorenzo naccarato's album, i thought about that town far away, with the 
dusty streets. about the rare object found in its outdoor market. a town whose name escapes me 
now. i thought about the breaking dawn's pearly light, about the opalescent sheen of the object 
brought back from a trip and set on the Louis XV chest of drawers. Lorenzo's album is a real joy 
to listen to, which happens much too rarely nowadays. a bit more touring and experiences, and 
he will become an immense musician. thank you for such albums.

andré de chabannes, journalist Jazz à tous les étages

musical programming
[Live on March 2nd at 2pm and March 6th at 2pm and 
11pm]
raPHaËL iMBert - Music is my home act 1
MaViS StaPLe - Livin'on a hight note
GoGo PenGUin - Man made object
Lorenzo naccarato trio - Mirko is still dancing
PÉter rozSnYoi trio - Pain of an angel

http://www.laboriejazz.fr
%20http://lorenzonaccarato.com
https://www.francemusique.fr/emissions/banzzai/un-jeu-d-enfant-8352
http://www.campusfm.net/wp/jazz/
http://www.campusfm.net/wp/jazz/
http://fidelitemayenne.fr/emissions/jazz-a-tous-les-etages/02-03-2016
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PreSS

Delhi's date with Jazz, the times of india, october 4th, 2017

it was amid a green expanse of land, illumined with pink, green, blue and yellow lights that Delhi 
was having its date with jazz. ecstatic people, young and old, gathered at nehru Park for the 7th 
Delhi international Jazz Festival, organised by the indian council for cultural relations. after the 
ceremonial lighting of the lamp, the fest was started by a French band, Lorenzo naccarato trio. 
For 25 minutes, the crowd was treated to the melodious rhythm of the piano, bass and drums. 
tapping and grooving, the crowd was seen swaying to the crescendos and the diminuendos. 
Joining them on stage next was 4 on a Swing, a band from Kolkata. the evening was brought to 
a close by a jazz group from Spain, alfonso aroca Flamenco.

"Jazz need not be understood, but it has to be enjoyed"
Lorenzo naccarato trio, who performed in chennai, Bangalore, ahmedabad and Pune as part 
of their five-city maiden international tour in india, found india to be a place that is constantly 
moving. apart from the language changes with each city, they also took interest in the onion 
dosa, idli, parantha, palak and chana-parantha and the famous 'cha'. Lorenzo, sharing one inci-
dent from his tour, said, "i met this tuk-tuk driver and wanted to have real cha, on the streets. So i 
asked him, let's have cha together. Since he didn't know english, he brought another man, ravu, 
who was our translator. He took to me to a fantastic cha and kokora (pakora) shop. We spent 
good five hours together." Having been influenced by classical italian music as well as French, 
Lorenzo thinks that jazz needn't be understood, but enjoyed by everyone."

Vaishali Soni, the times of india - Dehli

Getaway in Jazz country, U'zooM #19, oct.-noV.-Dec. 2016

organized by the university's artistic and cultural center (ciaM), "Jazz à la Fabrique" presents 
the repertoire of now professional jazz musicians educated at toulouse University.
Lorenzo naccarato studied classical piano for ten years before enrolling in musicology in tou-
louse. after meeting Benjamin naud (drums) and adrien rodriguez (double bass), he created 
the trio that bears his name in 2012. in four years, the band has been laureate of several spring-
boards including Saint-Germain-des-Prés in 2013 and Jazz à oloron in 2015. their first album 
came out in 2016. in the kinematic jazz offered by this young trio, the loops deliver a sound 
scenario in which it's easy to slip in.

aurélia Le Faou

http://www.laboriejazz.fr
%20http://lorenzonaccarato.com
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new : Lnt, Jazz Magazine #683, May 2016

Based in toulouse and laureate of several springboards, the ensemble led by young pianist 
Lorenzo naccarato is fully in line with a certain contemporary aesthetic in piano trio: catchy 
melodies (animal Locomotion), hypnotic riffs on the left hand, binary rhythms inspired by rock, 
electronic effects (mainly on the double bass)… But what sets them apart from the masses and 
keeps the audience awake at all times? a real knack for construction and dramaturgy: each of 
the five pieces of this very short opus (32 minutes!) becomes a kind of mini-sequel full of twists 
and turns. Here the ostinatos' motive power isn't idle as is often the case with so many bands, 
but instead constantly drives us to some other place. if improvisation occupies a moderate space 
in the process, the identity of a band is clearly present. We can only encourage them to investi-
gate even further.

Pascal rozat

toulousain l'ouverture, Jazz news Magazine #51, april 2016

Part of the effervescent musical scene of toulouse, the pianist Lorenzo naccarato, 26 years old, 
presents his first homonymous project as a composer: an eP in five chapters of music that's 
"kinematic", adult, even intellectual -but never abstruse. First destined for literary studies and a 
career as an italian-French translator, the boy seems perfectly at ease with textual analysis:
" Like the photograph eadweard Muybridge, pioneer of motion studies at the end of the XiXth 
century, our music develops motifs. it is figurative enough to do without background images 
projected during live performances. "
 Freely inspired from e.S.t., christian Scott or avishai cohen, this music is above all very 
demanding, for its timber research ("Heavy rotation", where the double bass under distortion 
required setting up new electromagnetic micros) and for its compound meter management 
("Breccia", breach in italian, with an 8, 7 and 3-beat cycle). Lorenzo followed the ad hoc curricu-
lum (ten years of classical piano, a master's in jazz at the musicology department of toulouse 
university, with a work on silence in thelonious Monk's music). But so did his companions: adrien 
rodriguez (29 years old, double bass) graduated from toulouse conservatoire, and Benjamin 
naud (32 years old, drums) from the musicology department of Poitiers university. together, they 
are laureates of two springboards: Jazz à Saint-Germain-des-Prés in 2013 and Jazz à oloron in 
2015.
the trio forged himself a personality not only through contact with mentors like enrico Pie-
ranunzi, claude tchamitchian or andy emler. But thanks to his experience, from 19 years old, 
of chic night piano-bars in toulouse, Lorenzo has become a professional able to consistently 
give his best... even in front of a sparse audience, as at the athéna in ergué-Gaberic (Brittany) 
in november 2015. Pianist, but also arranger since the show "Les inoubliables" at the théâtre 
national de toulouse in February 2014, he successfully performed the adaptation for octet of 
ennio Morricone's and nino rota's themes. it is now obvious where his mastery of contrast 
comes from.

Jean-christophe Gaugé, Figure d'actu for Jazz news Magazine

Little prince of toulouse jazz, Le Brigadier #19, March-april 2016

 Portrait
Hair tousled just the right amount, wearing a well-cut jacket, Lorenzo, 26 years old, has a broad 

http://www.laboriejazz.fr
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smile on his sweet, highbrow face. nothing surprising, as his first album is being released, and we 
are about to talk about his passion. nothing seems to rejoice more the little prince of toulouse jazz.
 time to meet
to describe his work, he weighs every word. as he weighs each note when composing -reminder 
of his musicology studies, years spent figuring out scores, nights spent studying patterns for 
piano, his preferred instrument. today, it seems that the young man has always been a resear-
cher, a scientist even. His liking for accuracy and precision is apparent in his compositions for the 
trio that he formed: "i want my music to be legible, i want to be understood. i've always tried to 
achieve clarity in my work." a perfectionist, no doubt. Lorenzo naccarato trio, created in 2012, is 
much in line with his aesthetic research: "in the trio, everything is brought to light, everything is 
bare. You have to pay attention to every detail, nothing can be hidden", he explains. refine, keep 
the essentials, and not play for the sake of playing.
 Kinematic jazz
the pianist has worked on the visual aspect from the beginning. For him, matching his music 
with images is essential. When he finds out about photograph Muybridge, famous for his 
work on motion studies, it is a revelation: "in his sequences, there is musicality and silence. 
Muybridge develops motifs, which i'm doing with music." His deep reflections on his music, 
put in perspective with visual arts, lead him to name his work "kinematic jazz". in other words, a 
music where movement plays a major part. What about on stage? Lorenzo and his trio partners, 
Benjamin naud and adrien rodriguez, try to produce an ever-lively music. "the major thing is 
to play music together. always inhabit what we are doing and not be afraid to put ourselves in 
danger." this explains their success among the public, for example last July during the Jazz à 
oloron springboard (that they won). "We set the audience on fire!", says Lorenzo, eyes shining, 
as if it happened just yesterday. However, the real recognition is coming this year, with an album 
release on March 11th. it seems the young musician still finds it hard to believe, but he will have 
to get used to it, as this is just the beginning.

claire Villard, Le Brigadier, les arts de la scène passés en revue

their jazz gives us goose bumps, La Dépêche du Midi, March 6th, 2016

adrien rodriguez, from Lot department, double bassist for four years, joined Lorenzo naccarato 
trio. the Laborie Jazz label decided to produce their first album. (...) their album is a true delight, 
to be listened to in loop. captivating, powerful, aerial, each track is a gem. "Breccia" starts as a 
whisper, then takes off -the sound of the double bass, round and muffled, answering the piano 
and the drums' breath. "Mirko is still dancing" is stirring, with its out-of-sync and colorful sound. 
in "Heavy rotation", a deep sound, a piano phrase, and we're out towards absolute -like a 
release.
We hadn't had such a pleasant surprise for a long time. the trio is ready to set off for stages in 
toulouse, Marciac, Limoges, Lyon and Mauritius.

Marielle Merly

interview by the magazine Sur Les rails, published on november 16th, 2015

can you tell us a little bit about the trio? Where, when and how did it start?
Lorenzo It all started in 2012 in Toulouse. At the time, I was studying Musicology at the university, 
with a specialization in Jazz. This is where I met Adrien (on the double bass), during a masterclass 
by double bassist Claude Tchamitchian whose generous and simple approach was key in my 

http://www.laboriejazz.fr
%20http://lorenzonaccarato.com
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decision to compose and start an intimate project. As for Benjamin, who plays the drums in the 
trio, we just happened to rehearse together one day at the university. I knew straight away he was 
perfect for the project: he had the same way of feeling music, plus he could make me laugh and 
surprise me. So there it was, we had our trio.

Your musical education, quite impressive, and your professional experiences are quite varied. 
What brought each of you to jazz?
Benjamin followed a Classical curriculum in Musicology in Poitiers. Very fond of South-American 
and more generally Latin music, he's the oldest of the three, he's traveled quite a bit and has 
played in various ensembles. He often refers to his meeting with New-York trio Medeski, Martin & 
Wood as a major turning point in his approach to jazz and trio playing.
 Adrien's background is less standard, since he started double bass rather late -and intensively- 
at 19. He also plays with Pauvres Martins, a local band, and I think he chose the Jazz curriculum in 
Musicology to get closer to modern music.
 As for myself, I came to jazz through Cuban music and the Buena Vista Social Club movie which 
made a big impression on me when I was 14-15 years old. Very moved by pianist Rubén González, 
then by Bebo Valdés and others, I started playing pieces that were not from the classical reper-
toire, and most importantly I embraced improvisation. Another highly significant meeting was with 
Italian Giovanni Mirabassi at 18, and I'm grateful to my mother for that: she contacted him explai-
ning that I dreamt of meeting him and that my birthday was coming soon. I spent a whole day in 
Paris with this great artist. That was when I decided to become a musician and composer, rather 
than an interpret in Italian, my initial choice! 

the jazz music you do is kinematic, elegant, ethereal, emotional. it definitely doesn't need any-
thing else, but maybe you've thought of adding video or other art forms to live sessions?
It's true that there's always a rich and interesting space to explore between different art forms. 
These past few months, we've been looking into our scenography and thought about including 
projections. But we finally ruled out the idea, for two reasons. First of all, because people from the 
public often come to us saying that our music is very visual and appeals to their senses, and that 
they've seen or felt such and such things. If we project images onto our music, we might prevent 
those personal fantasies and evocations from emerging. Secondly, because we consider it more 
beneficial to work on our presence on stage, on the way we communicate with each other and 
with the public, on the way we "narrate" an entirely instrumental music. 
Your new 5-track eP is both delicate and impetuous. But it doesn't seem to fully convey the 
improvisation that's part of your concerts. am i right?
You're absolutely right. The album includes improvisation sections, but obviously, during a 
concert, we can really let go. We recorded this new EP at the Cinémathèque de Toulouse and we 
mostly kept the first takes. Despite rough technical conditions, I'm very happy about the result. 
During concerts or at rehearsal, it's amazing to play with Benjamin and Adrien, since we all culti-
vate a kind of permanent renewal of ideas, of matter... The pieces are constantly changing, and 
we rarely play them twice the same way. Every instrumentalist has his own space, for example 
there's a long solo where Benjamin plays the drums with bare hands like a percussionist; on many 
occasions, Adrien is by himself on the acoustic double bass where he plays with the bow or uses 
effects. The kind of improvisation we practice may not be so obvious at first, because our per-
formance is not about the show, unlike many bands we've seen in jazz springboards or festivals. 
It's more about the energy. We want our music to remain accessible and to touch a maximum of 
persons. 

What about your goals/wishes, now that this eP is being released?
We want to go on working as we're doing now, giving concerts on a regular basis - which is quite 
something already. At the moment, we're mostly performing in the region, although we've been 
touring in Brittany and we will be in Spain soon. Also, we'd like to play in modern music festivals or 
scenes, in front of people who might not necessarily be outright jazz enthusiasts. Last summer, for 
instance, we played in museums, at the Ombres blanches library... And we're hoping to get some 
support as far as administration, sales, etc. are concerned, for these tasks are exhausting and take 
up a lot of time and energy that we'd rather spend on our creation process. 

http://www.laboriejazz.fr
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if your music could change something in the world, what would it be?
Last summer, we won a springboard prize at Festival Jazz à Oloron and we played at the off festival 
for forty minutes. It was a very emotional moment, because the public gave every piece a standing 
ovation, and the communion we felt was just amazing. I believe that if our music and the way we 
make it exist lacked generosity, then this connection wouldn't be possible. On that occasion, it was 
simply exponential! The energy we received from the public that day gave us enough satisfaction 
and motivation for months!
 So, to answer your question, I'd say: show more generosity and gather people. 

if you were a painting? a poem? a film?
A painting : Now's the Time, by Jean-Michel Basquiat
A poem : Passionnément, by Gherasim Luca
A film : City lights, by Charlie Chaplin 

Mag, Sur Les rails, l'indic des accros du live

terre de Jazz, 6th edition : the grand finale, Jazz Magazine, March 29th, 2015

We won't forget the Lorenzo naccarato trio which free improvisations have their sights set 
as much on French classical music, with Fauré and Satie, as on enrico Pieranunzi or Giovanni 
Mirabassi.

Jacques aboucaya

http://www.laboriejazz.fr
%20http://lorenzonaccarato.com
http://www.jazzmagazine.com/terre-de-jazz-6e-edition-le-bouquet-final125/
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UKViBe top 20 contemporary jazz compositions of 2017, on ukvibe.org, 
December 15th, 2017

(in no order)

MiSHa MULLoV-aBBaDo – Shanti Bell [LP: cross Platform interchange]
Verneri PoHJoLa – First Morning [LP: Pekka]
aLeXi tUoMariLa – Vagabond [LP: Kingdom]
toMaSz StańKo neW YorK QUartet – December avenue [LP: December avenue]
JeFF "tain" WattS – Water [LP: Blue Vol. 2]
aLeX GooDMan – empty [LP: Second act]
Joe BoWDen – Devil Five [LP: thank You For Listening]
SHaHin noVraSLi – Jungle [LP: emanation]
LUcaS Pino – Sidestep [LP: the answer is no]
MiKe DoWneS – Momentum [LP: root Structure]
entroPi – Stelliferous era [LP: Moment Frozen]
DannY JanKLoW – all in the name of You [LP: elevation]
HerVÉ SeLLin – 3e gnossienne [LP: Passerelles]
GrÉGorY SaLLet 5tet – ailleurs #2 [LP: Le Mouvement crée la Matière]
tiGran HaMaSYan – ancient observer [LP: an ancient observer]
LinDa MaY Han oH – Firedancer [LP: Walk against Wind]
Genzo oKaBe – Disoriental [LP: Disoriental]
Lorenzo naccarato trio – Komet [LP: Lorenzo naccarato trio]
Uri GUrVicH – Blue nomad [LP: Kinship]
coWBoYS anD FrencHMen – Uncommon Sense [LP: Bluer than You think]

When jazz ignites a passion for life, the Statesman, october 9th, 2017

Music breaks all barriers – this was apparent when the alliance Française de Delhi, in collabora-
tion with iccr, presented a performance by the Lorenzo naccarato trio under the umbrella of 
the international Jazz Festival. Founded in 2012 with adrien rodriquez and Benjamin naud, the 
Lorenzo naccarato trio became popular, on the emerging jazz scene through music festivals. the 
trio won the Jazz Festival in oloron in 2015 and at Paris in 2013; they were twice finalists at the 
jazz festivals in Baie and Vannes. their first album was released on 11 March 2016 under the label 
Laborie Jazz. So, how did the group come about? after studying classical piano for 10 years, 
Lorenzo naccarato began studying musicology at a university in toulouse in 2007. Specialising 
in jazz and improv music, he conducted a research project on thelonious Monk and took part 
in Master classes under Laurent cugny, Franck avitabile, Kenny Barron, enrico Pieranunzi and 
claude tchamitchian, who became a determining influence on his approach to composition. the 
story of Benjamin naud, on the drums, is somewhat similar. after a Bachelor’s degree in classical 
musicology, naud entered the jazz section of toulouse conservatoire, in 2007, to study drums.
 He participated in improvisation workshops by richard calléja and then completed his studies 
with christian Salut, at the Dante agostini school. Between 2009 and 2012, he became the 
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drummer of the blues band Mannish Boys and gave more than 150 concerts in europe. Passionate 
about the South american repertoire, he recorded an album with Brazilian author, composer and 
interpreter carlos Papel in 2011.
 Looking for ensembles providing more space for improvisation, he discovered the compositions 
of Lorenzo naccarato. their musical affinity confirmed, they decided, in 2012, to form a trio with 
double bassist adrien rodriguez. in Delhi, the concert’s concept of kinematic jazz, in that the notion 
of movement lies at the heart of its musical exploration, was an aspect keenly appreciated by the 
audience and received with curiosity and intrigue.

ashok tuteja

Swing and blue, all through !, the asian age, September 16th, 2017

the Lorenzo naccarato trio, comprising of Lorenzo naccarato on the piano, Benjamin naud on the 
drums and adrien rodriguez on the bass, is going on their first international music tour and the 
artistes have chosen our city first !
 in a casual chat, the musicians share about their everyday live and their passion for music.
 "it was summer in italy and i was 15 years old. i loved music, but never had the opportunity to 
play to an audience before —until when i played for my family in the village! that was my first musi-
cal concert and is close to my heart," begins Lorenzo. With more than ten years of experience in the 
industry, he has now played piano for hundreds of jazz concerts. During the course of his musical 
study, when Lorenzo was getting serious about his career, he met adrien and Benjamin and initiated 
the trio project in 2012. "these two are extraordinary musicians and i'm lucky to play with them," he 
adds.
 Pursuing different professions like teaching, music research, writing orchestrations and making 
film music, the musicians make time to meet up and practice before every concert. adrien who 
works in cine concerts, shares, "all three of us are students of musicology and also performers. i 
work in cine concerts for which we play live between the public and the screen. the goal isn't just 
the music; it needs to match the movie. it is very different from the actual concert — but both are fun, 
as long as i'm with notes!"
 talking about their upcoming chennai concert, the trio shares, "We will present the Label Laborie 
Jazz album and some fresh compositions we recorded last month. We call our music, the kinematic 
jazz, because of the way the musical compositions are built and how we play them on stage. We 
want a mix of dynamism and emotion to free-flow while we play." When asked about their musical 
inspiration, Lorenzo answers, "Many musicians have impacted our lives a great deal. the recent 
exposure we got was to Bon iver's music. We love the atmosphere and the orchestration of his 
album 22, a Million. the most important thing for us is when someone listens to our music and our 
way of playing the piano, drum or bass — and recognise that it's us! though we love voice, instru-
mental music still manages to capture the feelings of public and we love that challenge."
 recalling one of their best concerts, Benjamin shares, "each time, we try to connect with the 
public, but the Langourla Jazz Festival (France) was out of the world. When people clap and cheer 
with a lot of vitality, you just don't want to stop. it was more of an interaction that was happening 
there than a performance and we loved it. it is one of our favourites till date!"
 revealing more about their bonding, the friends say, "We threw ourselves into learning music, 
discovered in-depth jazz language and improvised. When everyone tries to listen to each other, 
understand and share emotions, it is a great jamming session — and that happens to us every time 
we practice."
 the instrumentalists conclude by saying, "We want to keep developing the story we share as a 
band and our first international tour takes us one step closer. We also look forward to releasing our 
next album during spring."

Priyanka Shankar, theasianage.com
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a sound experience, the Hindu, September 15th, 2017

Bengaluru has never run short of jazz experiences but when the city's music lovers witness the 
Lorenzo naccarato trio this weekend, the encounter promises to be one of a different kind.
 comprising Lorenzo naccarato on piano, Benjamin naud on drums and adrien rodriguez on 
double bass, the trio puts together an interesting amalgamation of influences and sounds that 
give their jazz a cinematic vibe. at the heart of the trio's sound, frontman Lorenzo says, "is 'Kine-
matic Jazz' – a word i chose years ago to describe how my compositions should be listened to 
and played." the concept explores music as a cinematic experience themed on aural interactions 
made purely by the trio's music alone.
 on their first international tour as a trio, the group is excited about the prospects of their visit. 
"a lot of work and energy has been put into making this adventure and dream come true. it also 
means the three of us get to make good memories together," says Lorenzo.
 He adds: "i'm also waiting to discover indian culture and music in a holistic way and i love 
traditional instruments like the santur and tabla."
 on the setlist for the gig will be a mix of their first album Lorenzo naccarato trio and their 
upcoming second album nova rupta which will be released next spring. "all pieces are com-
posed by me and arranged with Benjamin and adrien. We hope that when people listen to us, 
they feel the love with which we play. Since we have some italian roots, i'd say that at every 
concert, we play for our mothers," he beams and adds: "We play for the people we love. But on 
a technical basis, one of the best feelings people can take away after seeing us is the connection 
and dynamics we build together."
 Starting in 2012, the trio met in a French city called toulouse. "i was finishing my university 
studies and had the luck to meet and play consecutively with adrien and Benjamin. right then, i 
was convinced that they were the right musicians to understand my music and build such a pro-
ject."
 Looking back, Lorenzo says their journey has had a lot of struggle. "Being a musician is never 
easy. if we talk only about the music, it requires energy, practice and patience to become a good 
musician. But not only do you have to play your best, you also have to be able to sustain your 
project economically. For the trio, since the beginning, we are a team that is really close and we 
complement one another. this journey has been full of emotions and great encounters." in the 
future, the trio hopes to tour china and prepare for their second album launch. "We also hope to 
create a real link with india and come back as soon as possible to promote the album.

allan Moses rodricks, thehindu.com

three times the jazz: Lnt in chennai, the new indian express, September 
15th,2017

French jazz band Lorenzo naccarato trio has chosen india for its first international tour. com-
prising of pianist Lorenzo naccarato, drummer Benjamin naud and bassist adrien rodriguez, 
the trio was formed in 2012 when Lorenzo, who was in the last leg of his musical studies at a 
university in toulouse at the time, met the other two to discuss music. Lorenzo recalls those early 
meetings. "i had the conviction that my music would work perfectly with theirs, and that our 
personalities would complement each other," he says. Since then, they have released an album, 
recorded a second and are now set to tour through Bengaluru, ahmedabad, Pune and Delhi.

Bonding on fusion
the three musicians have been following a consistent method of producing new music. Led by 
Lorenzo's piano tunes, the process elaborates with adrien and Benjamin chipping in with their 
compositions. "i usually find the ideas for a new composition in a piano solo — be it a rhythmic 
cell, a melody or a harmonic sequence. i keep improving it until i'm satisfied and then i play 
it to the other two. this is where they are brilliant, since they understand and propose a lot of 
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orchestration and arrangement ideas," Lorenzo explains, adding that his influences range from 
Frédéric chopin's classical music to erik Satie's jazz tunes. the trio has an impressive list of 
accomplishments so far, having won at festivals in oloron (2015) and in Saint-Germain-des-Prés, 
Paris (2013).

evolution of sounds
Lorenzo explains how the concept of movement or motion is at the core of their musical phi-
losophies. "our music has always been evolving from the first day. our focus on the notion of 
movement prompts me to describe our music as 'kinematic jazz'. i like to think about music like 
a place that is always in mutation, while at the same time always telling a story that you almost 
recognise," he explains, recalling his first performance as a 15-year-old French immigrant in 
Scalea, italy, with Paris-based jazz fusion musician andy emler as one of his mentors. Despite his 
French origins and his italian memories, however, Lorenzo admits to liking the musical culture of 
andalucia the most. "the Spanish community has strong flamenco influences and the people are 
very receptive to our way of playing. that said, i'm also interested in the way indian musicians 
manage to immerse the audience in a deep meditative state before they start playing some 
incredible rhythmic and powerful combinations," he explains, adding that they will also be relea-
sing their second album next year.

Karan Pillai, indulgexpress.com

Jazz. twenty of the best albums of 2016, observador.pt, December 25th, 2016

in 2012, an French-italian pianist, with strong knowledge of classical music and years of research 
about thelonious Monk, decided to team up with two French musicians, adrien rodriguez (bass) 
and Benjamin naud (drums), to create his first trio, producing this opus full of lyrism, energy and 
invention.
 even in the moments of quietness, we feel an amazing vital pulsation and a constant interac-
tion between the three musicians, who complete and duel each other. the piano can take on 
moto continuo functions, the bass can incarnate a Hendrix electric guitar, and instead of setting 
the tempo, the drums become a timbre kaleidoscope.

José carlos Fernandes, observador (Portugal)

Sparkling trio from Laborie Jazz, BSc news, october 20th, 2016

the Laborie Jazz label is back with a new find. Young pianist Lorenzo naccarato leads Benjamin 
naud (drums) and adrien rodriguez (double bass) into a twirling trio around his confident and 
enthusiastic playing.
 the 5 tracks of the album definitely bear Lorenzo naccarato's sparkling musical touch. Komet 
could be an introduction that sets the tone for the other compositions, reminding us somewhat 
of Shaï Maestro as he started working under the same label. this album, full of well-balanced 
melodies -whatever the tempo- reveals a strong musical conviction. Most attractive. Laborie Jazz 
is indeed a talent spotter enriching French jazz. Do not miss Lorenzo naccarato trio.

nicolas Vidal, bscnews.fr
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Getting to know Lorenzo naccarato, Jazz à bâbord, September 30th, 2016

a jazz trio (piano-bass-drums), a first album with Laborie Jazz label in March 2016 and specific 
ideas about his music: let's meet Lorenzo naccarato…

 Music
It all started when I was seven: meeting a Swiss-Italian private piano and singing teacher made me 
want to dedicate myself to piano... My mother was there for me, she encouraged me. So I worked 
hard at learning music, and from seven to eighteen took private piano lessons, mostly classical. 
After high school, I moved to Toulouse, originally to pursue literary studies… But I decided to 
devote myself entirely to the study of music and jazz! I therefore enrolled in the jazz section of the 
musicology department of Toulouse University. As a child, I used to attend "Jazz dans le Bocage" 
festival in Allier, the region where I grew up. There I discovered artists like Marcus Miller, James 
Carter, Sophie Alour... But I really got interested in jazz when I was seventeen, thanks to Cuban 
music: I went to Jazz in Marciac just to listen to Roberto Fonseca, Bebo and Chucho Valdes, 
Richard Bona, Jamie Cullum…

 influences
The first musician who really made an impression on me and triggered a new approach of music 
was Ruben Gonzales, whom I discovered in the Buena Vista Social Club movie. Of course, Frédéric 
Chopin and Erik Satie, which I've always been playing, are also references! At about eighteen, I 
discovered Giovanni Mirabassi. But two major characters stand as absolute markers to me: Thelo-
nious Monk, whose music –especially the silences– was a companion during the two years of my 
Master's degree, and Andy Emler, with whom I had the honor, these last few years, to exchange 
views about my compositions, my approach of music, but also life…

 Five keys for jazz
What's jazz? It's a lovely way to approach music. According to me, jazz favors the notions of sharing, 
adventure and boldness!
Why being passionate about jazz? It allows me to shape my perception and understand that of the 
musicians I play with.
Where's the best place to listen to jazz? Anywhere is fine, but do it with your heart!
What's the best way to discover jazz? You have to go to concerts...
Any anecdote to share about jazz? While they're recording "The Man I love", Monk and Miles 
Davis don't understand each other at one point, and Monk stops playing: that's his most famous 
silence.

 chinese portrait
If I were an animal, I would be a billy goat, stubborn, playful and determined…
If I were a flower, I would be a snowdrop, my mum's favorite!
If I were a fruit, I would be a papaya, because I was born in French Guiana and there's a photo of 
me as a baby in front of a massive papaya…
If I were a drink, I would be Chinotto or coffee
If I were a meal, I would be risotto
If I were a letter, I would be Z
If I were a word, I would be infinite
If I were a number, I would be 2
If I were a color, I would be red
If I were a note, I would be D-flat

 Musical joys and regrets
I'm happy to be a musician, to make a living playing the music that drives me, with people I love… 
I have no regret whatsoever! I think that nowadays you need a lot of patience and determination 
to be able to grow and progress on the jazz scene. I've sometimes felt weary of all the efforts 
needed to find gigs, keep the trio alive, make a name for myself... But I tend to look ahead of me, 
so there's no room for regrets… On the contrary!

http://jazz-a-babord.blogspot.fr/2016/09/a-la-decouverte-de-lorenzo-naccarato.html
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 on a desert island…
Which albums? Yesterday You Said Tomorrow by Christian Scott, Live in Tokyo by Monk and Ano-
ther One by Mac DeMarco.
Which books? Anything I can find from Italo Calvino, Tintin albums and one Sherlock Holmes.
Which movies? City Lights by Charlie Chaplin and Buena Vista Social Club.
Which paintings? Vassily Kandinsky, Jean-Michel Basquiat…
Which hobbies? My Neapolitan deck of cards and something to play with: piano, ball, ping-pong.

 Plans
Above all, continue to musically develop within the trio: since I became a professional musician – I 
was nineteen then – , it's the first time I work with a record company, a manager and a publisher… 
For the first time, I can dedicate myself entirely to musical practice and creation! And I'm eagerly 
waiting to record my second album at Studio Sextan, still with Laborie Jazz and the trio!

 three wishes…
To love. To play. To live.

Bob Hatteau, Journal de bord, Jazz à bâbord

théâtre de l'Usine, Souillac en Jazz, September 15th, 2016

the three kids are made of the same stuff as major trios like the Bad Plus, e.S.t., Kühn Jen-
ny-clark Humair. this is an actual band where the pianist is also an amazing composer, the 
double bassist adrien rodriguez shows his uniqueness and draws incredible sounds from his 
instrument, with the bow or through effects. Benjamin naud, the drummer with velvety hands, is 
attentive and elegantly wraps all the stories told by the band to take us with them.
Jazz news dedicated half a page to the trio recently.
as we scheduled them, we did not imagine they would reach the forefront of the French jazz 
scene in just a few months.

robert Peyrillou, Souillac en Jazz blog

retake: Mysterious music, notes de jazz, May 20th, 2016

it would be fair to say that Lorenzo naccarato is a young promising pianist and that his trio, 
with eponymous album "Lorenzo naccarato trio" (label Laborie, distribution Socadisc), is very 
encouraging. Fair but also harsh, for the intention behind this music is certainly higher than that. 
Starting today, starting right now. the pianist expresses not only the world he is coming from 
-classical and XXth-century music, Debussy's, ravel's, Satie's- but also an elusive world, therefore 
very personal and very beautiful, that's specific to him. He's accompanied by adrien rodriguez 
(b) and Benjamin naud (dm) who generate a kind of balance, but a delicate one, since they are 
constantly bringing themselves into play and challenging themselves -which perfectly matches 
the pianist's intention.

Michel arcens, notesdejazz.unblog.fr
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chronicle : Lnt, citizen Jazz, March 27th, 2016

these last few years, we've often heard about Lorenzo naccarato's trio, espe-
cially in the toulouse area. they performed at the Jazz sur son 31 festival, 
also in Querbes, Millau, Luchon, Muret… not to mention Vannes, Saint-Ger-
main and oloron springboards, where they made a very good impression. 
this promising ensemble is releasing a first album. an eP, actually, and if 
there is one (relative) demerit to point out, it is the length of the record, just 
over 30 minutes. We are hoping this is a mere appetizer before a more subs-
tantial album.
Philippe Fayret did compare them to e.S.t. and avishai cohen. these refe-
rences may be too prestigious to be immediately relevant: there are plenty 
of bands, especially in a piano/bass/drums configuration, brought up on the 
music of the Swedish trio or the american bassist. also, referring to e.S.t. or 
avishai cohen is always too pompous. too much praise can prove unhelpful. 
Still, it is difficult to avoid mentioning these bands as Lorenzo nacarrato's 
trio chooses a repetitive music based, among other things, on motif develop-
ment.
adrien rodriguez's style on the double bass is not exactly that of Dan Ber-
glund. He doesn't use effects pedals so much, especially distorsion. Howe-
ver, sound transformation is a key element in adrien rodriguez's playing, as 
is the bow's frequent use. But the most convincing analogy with the extre-
mely famous Swedish trio is the link between jazz and pop. For the trio's 
music doesn't swing -at least not very often. Benjamin naud's drums play 
a huge role in this, bringing more power than swing, especially in "Komet" 
and "Heavy rotation". this eponymous album is a nice piece of work, but 
really too short to quench the thirst for emotions provided by the trio. We are 
eagerly waiting for more.

Gilles Gaujarengues, citizen Jazz

Lorenzo naccarato trio, Jazz à bâbord, May 16th, 2016

in 2010, in a master class by claude tchamitchian, pianist Lorenzo naccarato 
meets double bassist adrien rodriguez. two years later, they form a trio with 
Benjamin naud on the drums.
the first album, Lorenzo naccarato trio, is released on Laborie Jazz on March 
10th 2016. it contains five tracks by naccarato. the trio is not centered on the 
pianist and tries to collectively develop the themes: with its ostinatos and the 
dry and muted stroke of the drums, "Komet" verges on pop; from a pedal 
point on the piano, followed by eastern-sounding loops, "animal Locomo-
tion" unfolds on a repetitive movement, with a powerful but minimalist bass 
and a tingling drum; "Breccia" is a tasteful ballade; the splashes on the cym-
bals and the emphatic bow give "Mirko is Still Dancing" a majestic character; 
with sustained riffs and circular motifs on the piano, and the double bass 
sounding like an electric guitar, "Heavy rotation" has a rock feel to it.
Lorenzo naccarato trio presents an attractive, dense and well-mastered 
music.

Bob Hatteau, Journal de bord, Jazz à bâbord
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Jazz : engaging trio, salon-litteraire.com, March 17th, 2016

Faced with the profusion of records published each month, it seems right, 
even necessary, to mention a few. they deserve, through their qualities, their 
originality, to be underlined. of course, they are not the only ones to stand 
out. But one would need 48 hours per day to listen to everything and claim 
to be exhaustive! We will just cite one among the most worthy of interest.
the album of a young pianist, Lorenzo naccarato, whose performances 
in trio, in toulouse and in the South-West, generated an understandable 
curiosity amongst jazz lovers. not due to an exceptional piano technique: 
nowadays, all young musicians out from music schools or conservatoires 
show a command of their instrument that their elders did not always have. 
Many, like naccarato who studied classical piano for ten years, have a solid 
background. and they are curious enough to be open to all kinds of music.
 What sets him apart (and his trio with adrien rodriguez and Benjamin 
naud) lies elsewhere. true, the conventional piano-bass-drums model is pre-
sent. But the harmony is such between the three partners that the processing 
of the leader's compositions shows a rare unity in sensitivity and inspiration. 
each musician, part of a collective approach, conveys the pianist's ideas 
according to his own personality, providing counterpoints, developments or 
comments. So much so that the audience thinks they are witnessing some 
spontaneous creation whose cohesion results from a genuine complicity.
 there is no doubt that this first eponymous album imperfectly reflects 
the impression of extreme freshness produced during concerts. But not only 
did it allow us to discover young musicians full of talent, it is a way of better 
grasping, even analyzing the pianist's way. it can certainly not be reduced to 
that of his masters, be they stated or implicit: thelonious Monk for his use of 
silence, Jacky terrasson for his percussive touch and rhythmic figures. even 
Keith Jarrett for the use of reiteration. if that reiteration may sometimes seem 
a little too systematic, it serves as a springboard for the development of his 
imagination -which draws as much on jazz as on classical and contemporary 
music. this is antaeus drawing strength from earth, and such resurgences are 
often heavenly for the audience.

Jacques aboucaya, salon-litteraire.com

Flow jazzy, Le clou dans la planche, February 22th, 2016

rumbling of the double bass. Slow and dense, the deep scratching of the 
bow hair against the strings opens the concert; the instrument's vibration, as 
it reaches the audience, physically reminds them of the difference between 
live and recorded music.

a kinetic trio
While the double bassist's left fingers enthusiastically hit the strings or brush 
them to extract harmonics, the drums take the floor with a variety of rhythms, 
tones and nuances, as if actually talking, whispering or, at times, blowing 
up. Far from sticking to ride pattern or walking bass, the two instruments 
complete the piano's obsessive tunes. the latter —body open, bare strings 
and hammers— is exposed to the gestures of the pianist, who plays his riffs as 
if the keys were burning hot but, out of pleasure or provocation, was back at 
them with increasing confidence and purpose. then, seeming to apologize, 
the musician bends until, eyes level with the keyboard, gaze riveted to the 
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keys, he comforts them with his touch for the space of a falling scale or a few notes. rooted in 
jazz, the young trio develops its style by calling upon other musical techniques or styles and by 
exploring the instruments' potential.
 the improvising musicians make each piece vary with every performance, expressing some 
instantaneous quality, their actual feelings, emancipating themselves from a too rigid structure. 
their music features rather conceptual passages and unseizable tunes. Still, it offers itself to the 
public in a manner that's quite intuitive, even obsessive, especially through the melodies on the 
piano. each piece seems to have grown from a few notes' loop —a theme that inexorably repeats 
itself, like a minimal riff in electronic music. initiating a kind of movement, this tune establishes 
itself, gets shattered, then lands in the hands of the next musician —until all instruments join in. 
Several atmospheres emerge during the course of this movement, between grand gestures and 
meditative moments, chases and melancholic wanderings. then, images, signs of an almost 
cinematographic narration, surface from the illustrative aspects of this kinetic music —as the trio 
likes to define it.

Multi-handed movement
at the en of the first piece animal Locomotion, the heat from the lighting and concentration has 
made the young men take their jackets off. Lorenzo, the pianist, presents the 4-year old group 
and explains their musical intentions. His speech is simple, scattered with a few autobiographical 
data. He briefly gives musical points of reference and interpretation paths, without saying too 
much, just enough for the audience to visualize the images or ideas behind what they hear.
 While the compositions are from Lorenzo, it's the meeting of the three musicians and their 
collective work that actually give birth to the ensemble. the concert includes several very expres-
sive solos, but it is not about showing off any technical prowess. their dexterity serves the global 
form of each piece, during which they converse or come together to develop an idea. resulting 
from the exploration of their respective instruments —many aspects of which are exploited— and 
from an inventive and sensitive construction, their repertoire conveys a feeling of movement 
within the sound patterns, but also in the form of communication that seems to exist. Like in a 
conversation, ideas and feelings circulate, get exchanged, both between them and with the public.
their universe is revealed to us not only through their music, but also through their playing: 
you can of course hear this circulation or communication idea, but you can also see it. When 
they make eye contact before placing the next sentence with utmost synchronization. When the 
double bassist, the instrument nestled against him like a dance partner, nods and smiles at the 
section just played by his colleague. and finally when the pianist, looking away from his hands 
racing over the keyboard, smiles at the audience, conveying the pleasure, the unpretentious 
pride of what's being told.

Gladys Vantrepotte, Le clou dans la planche

http://www.laboriejazz.fr
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Live session on Musicàdiz on onda càdiz, broadcast on november 16th, 2015

Jazz sur son 31: the festival celebrates its 30th birthday in toulouse, tVSUD,
october 12th, 2016

On tour in Spain on November, we've been invited on Onda Càdiz, the TV channel of Càdiz.

You can watch these videos on http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prvNQBl38OE
and on  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EDYpXtIpLF8

Jazz sur son 31 celebrates its 30 years of existence. the toulouse festival offers  
a very dense programming in different venues of the region. the line-up includes 
famous artists like Manu Katché, Popa chubby or ibrahim Maalouf, but also 
young talents, some of them local like the young Lorenzo naccarato trio from 
toulouse.

Ludovic Brimbeuf
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piano and composition  Lorenzo Naccarato
After studying classical piano for ten years, Lorenzo Naccarato 
starts a musicology curriculum at Toulouse university in 2007. 
With a specialization in jazz and improvised music, he conducts 
a research project around Thelonious Monk and participates in 
master classes under the supervision of Laurent Cugny, Franck 
Avitabile, Kenny Barron, Claude Tchamitchian and Enrico 
Pieranunzi, whose influence will be decisive in his approach to 
composition and ensemble playing. He thus develops a reper-
toire of compositions for piano solo and for trio (piano-double 
bass-drums).
 Contacted by Radici, a Franco-Italian review, Lorenzo Nacca-
rato writes the orchestrations of a show on the Italian cinema, 
Les Inoubliables. With an orchestra of seven musicians, among 
which Benjamin Naud, he is the pianist for the February 2014 
performance at the Théâtre national de Toulouse.

drums  Benjamin Naud
After a bachelor's degree in classical musicology, Benjamin 
Naud enters the jazz section of Toulouse conservatoire in 2007 
to study drums. He participates in improvisation workshops by 
Richard Calléja and then completes his studies with Christian 
Salut, at the Dante Agostini school.
 Between 2009 and 2012, he's the drummer of the blues 
band Mannish Boys and as such gives more than 150 concerts 
in Europe. Passionate about the South-American repertoire, he 
records an album with Brazilian author, composer and interpret 
Carlos Papel in 2011.
 Looking for ensembles providing more space for improvi-
sation, he discovers with interest the compositions of pianist 
Lorenzo Naccarato. Their musical affinities confirmed, they decide 
in 2012 to form a trio with double bassist Adrien Rodriguez. 

bass  Adrien Rodriguez
Initially a bassist, he studies classical double bass at Toulouse 
conservatoire and gets his third-cycle degree with honors. He 
therefore decides to major in jazz musicology at the university. 
At the same time, he collaborates to current music projects by 
the band Zèbre (ex Pauvres Martins).
 He also participates in "ciné-concerts" (movie + live music) 
with Raphael Howson at the Cinémathèque de Toulouse.
He first meets Lorenzo Naccarato in 2010 during a masterclass 
by double bassist Claude Tchamitchian. Dedicating himself to 
jazz and alternative music, he joins the Lorenzo Naccarato Trio 
project from the onset, in 2012.

© Patrick Fabre


